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Efficient Processing of Big Data on a Daily Routine
Basis
Four Proposals by KIT Computer Scientists under the New Priority Program “Algorithms for Big
Data” Will Be Funded by the German Research Foundation
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By means of an algorithm, increasing networking of students on Facebook can be
displayed according to their age. (Graphics: Michael Hamann, KIT)

Computer systems today can be found in nearly all areas of life,
from smartphones to smart cars to self-organized production
facilities. These computer systems supply rapidly growing data
volumes. Computer science now faces the challenge of processing these huge amounts of data (big data) in a reasonable
and secure manner. The new priority program “Algorithms for
Big Data” (SPP 1736) funded by the German Research Foundation (DFG) is aimed at developing more efficient computing
operations. The Institute of Theoretical Informatics of the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT) is involved in four of 15 partial projects of this SPP.
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As a result of new mobile technologies, such as smartphones or
tablet PCs, use of computer systems increased rapidly in the past
years. These systems produce increasing amounts of data of variable structure. However, adequate programs for processing these
data are lacking. “The algorithms known so far are not designed for
processing the huge data volumes associated with many problems.
The new priority program is aimed at developing theoretically sound
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methods that can be applied in practice,” explains Assistant Professor Henning Meyerhenke, KIT.
So far, research relating to big data has focused on scientific applications, such as computer-supported simulations for weather forecasts. Now, KIT researchers are working on solutions to enhance
the efficiency of computing processes, which can be applied on a
daily routine basis. Examples are search queries on the internet or
the structural analysis of social networks.
Four KIT research groups participate in the priority program.
The priority program “Algorithms for Big Data” that is funded by the
DFG for a period of six years covers several projects all over Germany. Among these projects are four of the KIT Institute of Theoretical Informatics.
The project “Rapid Inexact Combinatorial and Algebraic Solvers
for Large Networks” of Assistant Professor Henning Meyerhenke
addresses complex problems encountered in large networks. The
tasks to be solved are motivated by biological applications. For example, individuals of a species can be networked according to the
similarity of their genome and then classified. The new processes
help classify the data arising with a reduced calculation expenditure.
In this way, it is easier for biologists to derive new findings.
In the project “Scalable Cryptography” of Assistant Professor Dennis Hofheinz (KIT) and Professor Eike Klitz (Ruhr-Universität Bochum), work focuses on the security of big data. Cryptographic
methods, such as encoding or digital signatures, guarantee security
also in case of big data volumes. However, existing methods are
difficult to adapt to the new tasks. The security provided by the RSAOAEP encoding method used in conventional internet browsers, for
instance, is insufficient in case of big data. “We are looking for a
solution that stably guarantees security even in case of an increasing number of accesses and users,” says Assistant Professor Dennis Hofheinz, who is member of the Cryptography and Security
Working Group at the KIT.
The increasingly growing social networks, such as Facebook or
Twitter, produce large data accumulations. At the same time, these
data are of high economic and political value. The project “Clustering in Social Online Networks” of Professor Dorothea Wagner
(KIT) and Professor Ulrik Brandes (Universität Konstanz) starts at
this point. With the help of new algorithms, the development of
online communities in social networks shall be reproduced.
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To search a big volume of data e.g. on the internet, a functioning
tool, such as a good search machine, is indispensable. “The search
machines used today can be further improved by algorithms of increased efficiency,” Professor Peter Sanders says, who also conducts research at the Institute of Theoretical Informatics. Within the
framework of his project “Text Indexing for Big Data”, Sanders,
together with Professor Johannes Fischer of the Technical University of Dortmund, is looking for optimization options. In particular, they
plan to use many processors at the same time, while searching of
data in strongly compressed form shall remain possible.
Big Data at the KIT
The topic of Big Data is of high relevance in various application scenarios. Not only science, but also users of new technologies are
increasingly facing so far unknown problems. To manage these
problems, the KIT works on various Big Data projects apart from
SPP 1736. For instance, KIT is partner of the Helmholtz project
“Large Scale Data Management and Analysis” (LSDMA). This project pools various competences in handling big data, as it covers
effective acquisition, storage, distribution, analysis, visualization,
and archiving of data.
In addition, the KIT has been operating the Smart Data Innovation
Lab (SDIL), a platform for Big Data research, since 2014. The SDIL
reaches highest performance and can be used in practice by industry and science.
Digital Press Kit Relating to the Science Year 2014
Communication, energy supply, mobility, industry, health care, leisure time: Digital technologies have long been part of our everyday
life, they open up new opportunities and offer solutions for problems
of society. At the same time, they pose challenges. Opportunities
and risks will be in the focus of the Science Year 2014 – The Digital
Society. At the KIT, researchers of all disciplines study various –
technical and societal – aspects of digitization. The digital press kit
of KIT relating to the Science Year 2014 contains short portraits,
press releases, and videos:
http://www.pkm.kit.edu/digitalegesellschaft
Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT) is a public corporation
according to the legislation of the state of Baden-Württemberg.
It fulfills the mission of a university and the mission of a national research center of the Helmholtz Association. Research
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activities focus on energy, the natural and built environment as
well as on society and technology and cover the whole range
extending from fundamental aspects to application. With about
9400 employees, including more than 6000 staff members in the
science and education sector, and 24500 students, KIT is one
of the biggest research and education institutions in Europe.
Work of KIT is based on the knowledge triangle of research,
teaching, and innovation.
This press release is available on the internet at www.kit.edu.
The photo of printing quality may be downloaded under www.kit.edu
or requested by mail to presse@kit.edu or phone +49 721 608-4
7414. The photo may be used in the context given above exclusively.
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